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35,000 lb scissors lift table with accordion skirt
4,000 lb capacity, 48” x 80” motorized rotating platform
Electric ball screw scissors lift operates on 12 VDC battery
Vertical travel: 36”. Base has four stainless steel V-tread wheels.
Twin 4,000 lb mechanical ball-screw scissors lifts for assembly of commercial jet components.
Turbine shaft arbor lift, 120,000 lb total capacity of the lift pair
Turbine shaft arbor lift - air bearings allow for manual movement to adjust for turbine shaft length.
Screw lift, 80,000 lb capacity.  28 ft L x 4’-6” W, 68” vertical travel
145,000 lb capacity pit-mounted screw lift
145,000 lb capacity pit-mounted screw lift used to build aluminum stacks
145,000 lb capacity pit-mounted screw lift during factory testing
210,000 lb capacity pit-mounted screw lift during factory testing